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EARLY ACTION
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Repu-

blican City Conventiqn
This Afternoon

A

M'FIEAND

ABBOTT CUT OFF FROM

THE

WORLD

Charles C. Catron Presided and Their Appointment Will Be Sent Telegraph Service Demoralized.
Serious and Swift Drop
John K. Stauffer Was
to the Senate by President
in Temperature,
Next Week.
Secretary'j
Although the Republican conven- Special to the New Mexican.
1lon was scheduled to open at the
March 26. Senator
Washington,
court house at 10:30 o'clock this morn
will make
ing, It did not come to ordor until Beveridge Btates that he
late this afternoon. All forenoon and the final statehood bill report on
a part of the afternoon was spent li. Monday and will push the bill to pass(he hearing of the contest waged In
with
said
Senator

E By

POPE'S JEWELLERS

NEWS NOTES
BILL

STATEHOOD

AT

When Archbishop Pitaval passed
Heavy rain,
are sweeping the down the aisle In the procession beentire Rocky mountain region north fore and after the services at the CaThe thedral Sunday he was preceded by
of Central New Mexico today.
telegraph service is seriously inter- an acolyte carrying a large gold cross
fered wjth and for several hours cen- which attracted much attention.
It
March

BOOM AT

MOGOLLQN

LAND

OFFICE

FOR

SOCORRO

E

Only Archbishopi, the Pope and Director of Census Approves Attorney General Wickershsm Million Dollar Mining Company
Santa Fe County
the King of Hungary Have
Answers His Traducers
to Operate in Valencia
'
in the Home.
Privilege.
County.

29.

With Governor Mills, Territorial
Secretary Nathan Jaffa and Adjutant
General A. S. Brookes in Albuquerque and others of the territorial officials at the Republican city convention, today was a quiet day at the
Capitol and news was as scarce as
hen's teeth.
Stream Measurements.
J. B. Stewart, hydrographer, is home
from a stream measurement trip in
southeastern New Mexico. He reports
tho Gila, Mimbres and San Francisco
lower than they have been for years
at this time, and practically no snow
in the mountains. Unless rain comes
soon, the stockmen will sustain heavy
losses for the range is dry and devoid
of grass and cattle look exceedingly
lean. However, the mining industry
In the Mogollon and Cooney districts
Is booming and there are fully 700
men in that part of Socorro county
now. The Socorro Mines Company
has on the Little Fannie one of the
most complete cyanlding plants in
the southwest and the wonder is how
the heavy machinery was hauled Into
the camp over ninety miles of bad
road. The Last Chance is also working day and night. The Cooney Consolidated Mining Company Is preparing to construct a dam 125 feet high
in a box canon of the San Francisco
river to develop power for its mines

to the New Mexican.
March 29. Senator
Washington,
Beveridge Is arranging for a day to
call up the statehood bill.
Senator
Elkins says he will lay aside the
railroad bill at any time for the consideration of the bill.
In the pension bureau It was report
ed that the number of pensioners in
New Mexico is 2,257 receiving $351
629 a year.
The Andrews bill was
signed by President Taft to pension
Pablo Vargas, $24 a month.
Andrews
Introduced a bill to establish a land
office at Socorro.
Andrews secured
from the pension bureau a pension for
Harvey F. Williams, of Deming, Company D, 150 Illinois Infantry, $12 per
month; Charles Beiswenger, of Sliver
City, Battery A, 3rd United States In
fantry, $20 a month. A measure Is to
be Introduced to make New Mexico
and Arizona separate Internal revenue
districts.
Wickershsm Under Fire.
Washington, March 29. The charge
preferred on tbe floor of the House
last Friday by Representative Martin
(Dem.) of Colorado, that "the former
attorney of the sugar trust Is now the
head of the department of justice ot
the present administration,"
brought
forth a letter of denial from Attorney
to
General WIckersham addressed
Representative Bennett of New York
and read into the House record.

Governor and Mrs. Mills and daugh- ter returned yeBterday noon from;
Las Vegas where they spent Saturday
and Sunday. Governor Mills was
kept very busy meeting people. Oni
Sunday, Ills daughter, Miss Madeline
"
tral Colorado was all but cut oft from is called the archleplscopal proceswas one of a large class confirmed
Bailey
vigor.
age
reover
the
the second and fourth wards
the outside world.
Heavy snow Is
by Bishop J. M. Kendrlck at St Paul's
sional cross, and probably the most
he has been given assurance that
that
Mexico
with
at
selected
the primaries.
delegations
Protestant Episcopal church which,
ported in northern New
beautiful and most precious symbol
At 1:30 o'clock word came out of the an early vote will be taken on the en- a temperature of 24 degrees, a drop of
was crowded. The collection taken at
of its kind in this country. It was
32 degrees since yesterday.
council chamber that matter had been abling act.
The snow received by the archbishop a few days
the service amounted to $500. Tomor,
row morning Governor and Mrs. Mills
satisfactorily adjusted. This was supThe indications are today that the extends into central Wyoming. Duran-go- ago and is the gift
Warren A.
will leave on the California flyer for
posed to signify Uiat the fight In the
Telluride, Pueblo and other cities Cartler and his family, of Ludding-ton- ,
R. McJohn
of
Judge
appointments
two wards where contests were wago( Colorado
report heavy snows,
Albuquerque accompanied by TerritoMich. Mr. Cartler, whose father
of
to
C.
E.
Abbott
Fie
and
be
judges
ed over the seating of delegates had
while in Denver the storm took on the
rial Secretary and Mrs. Jaffa and Ad
died recently, spent a year or more
been settled and the convention the supreme court of New Mexico will proportions of a
blizzard.
jutant General A. S. Brookes to at
was a warm friend
In
this
and
city
business.
to
once
would st
get down
tend the public reception in honor of
be sent to the Senate next week by
Salt Lake Lashed to Fury.
and admirer of the archbishop. Dethe governor tomorrow evening. All
Many people .rushed over to the court President Taft.
Ogden, Utah, March 29. The worst siring to present him a souvenir he sehouse to "see the fun" as they ex
except Governor Mills will return on
New Mexico Appropriations.
storm experienced on the Great Salt lected this archleplscopal croBS which
pressed it, but at 2:30 p. m. it was
Thursday, the governor going on to
Tan-fan- !
railThe
of
March
as
was
the
made
legis
order
Lake
the
construction
special
by
a
since
2.
Washington,
still the "nothing doing" signal that
Las Cruces where he will be tbe guest
of
executive
Judicial
and
appro
Lake
across
and
Bertarelli
Italy,
today
Rome,
lative,
Salt
road
trestle
was displayed. People stood in the
of honor at a banquet and reception.
which
has
a
of
the
passed
maelstorm
waters
bill,
pope.
just
churned
the
priation
into
jewelers
corridors and on the stairways and
Romero Formally Appointed.
The cross arrived here in a morroco
discussed a variety of topics to pass the House, contains the following and sent enormous waves against the
This forenoon Governor Mills sign
of Interest to New Mexico and embankments of Luclen cut-ofitems
wash- leather covered case on which was
the
time.
ed the formal appointment of Sheriff
away
foling out part of the east and west ap- printed in large gold letters the
The following were the delegates to Arizona territories:
Cleofes Romero to be superintendent
of all lowing:
For salaries of officials of New Mex- proaches and causing a tie-uthe convention as per wards:
of the territorial penitentiary to sucReverend
Presented to the
ceed the late J. W. Raynolds.
Ward 1: Nicolas Sena, Jose D. ico: Governor, $3,000; chief justice traffic on the Southern Pacific. Trains
at $3,0u0 probably will be detoured at Cobre,
JOHN B. PITAVAL, D. D
Garcia, Tomas Qulntana, Jose D. Sena, and six associate judges
Notaries Public Appointed.
$1,o
Archbishop of Santa Fe.
each; secretary of the territory,
Nev., and sent via the Western PaciCamlllo Padilla, Eluterio Ortega,
Governor Mills today appointed the
In the fic to
From
.
Salt Lake City. The wind early
Sena, Santos Ortiz, Luis M. 800; interpreter and translator
following notaries
public: Eugene
Van Patten, Las Crucea; Irvin Green,
Moya, Inosencio Gonsalez and George executive office, $500; total, $26,300. this morning attained the proportions WARREN A C ARTIER AND FAMILY
1909.
terriof
The gauge at midlake
of a hurricane.
For contingent expenses
W. Armijo.
Clayton; Miguel A.'Guerin of San
Ward 2: M. A. Otero, H. L. Ortiz, tory, Including not to exceed $500 for showed a velocity of seventy miles an
Jose; Albert G. McElhinney of Ros
Seferlno Baca, Fred Muller, George traveling expenses of the governor hour.
well; Mrs. A. F. Smith of Nolan; Willofon
the
from
absent
while
capital
and plant.
iam C.
Heacock of Albuquerque;
Parsons, Juan J. Ortiz, Romulo Lopez,
Heaviest Snow of This Winter.
the
to
be
by
business
ficial
expended
Ernest Hart, John P. Williams and
Will Attend Teachers' Convention.
George Anton of Espanola.
March 29. The
x
Laramie, Wyo.,
DESPONDENT
WOMAN
$1,500.
governor,
John Bell.
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Incorporation.
heaviest snow of the winter fell here
COMMITS SUICIDE.
For legislative expenses, namely:
J. E. Clark will go to Cimarron on
Ward 3: Antonio J. Ortiz, Migufl
Incorporation papers were filed to
today and is still falling. A heavy
A. Otero, George W. Prlchard, Ambro-sl- o Rent, light, fuel, telephone, Ice, water,
to
attend the Colfax County
Friday
day In the office of Territorial Secre
wind is drifting the snow badly, but
Tragedy in El Paso Caused By III tary Nathan Jaffa by tbe Clara Barton
Teachers' Association convention.
Ortiz, Richard H. Hanna, Charles stationery, record files, record cast- trains service so far is not interfered
Health of Mother Who Sent Two
The office of the territorial superinC. Catron, J. W. Akers,
Charles C. ings, printing, postage, clerks, stenog- with.
Mining Company of Albuquerque. The
Bullets Into Body.
tendent of public instruction is send1
Closson and William Gregg.
rapher and typewriter, messenger and
capitalization is $1,000,000 divided InDriven By Gale,
Snow
to a million shares. The Incorporafi.
ing out circulars and preparing for.
Ward 4 : Charles A. Wheelon, John porter, and incidentals In secertafy's
29. A
March
Wyo.,
Cheyenne,
El Paso, Texas, March 30. "Good tors and directors are: E. B. Morris
a series of educational
K. Stauffer, L. O. Moore, K. L. Baca, office for pay of members and officers
meetings in
snow, driven In sheets by a fif
heavy
the principal towns to be led by Pro- by all; you will never know what of Waldheim, Ontario, Canada;
E.
Roque Guerrero and Frank Escudero. of the legislative assembly, mileage, ty mile gale, is prevailing in eastern
fessor Pettingill, an educator of na- agony I am Buffering. It is getting so Bibo of Cubero, J. L. Leavitt of
At 3:15 the court room of the court rent of rooms for the legislature and Wyoming and western Nebraska to
the
not
rest
me
medicine
tional
does
fame.
.
J. W. Hall, George H. Frost
furniture,
stationery, day. The wires are prostrated and
give
house building looked as though bus- committees,
more.
Took Prisoner to Raton.
any
Goodby, my darling and J. E. Davis of Albuquerque, each,
iness was about to be transacted. Men printing, binding, fuel, lights and in- trains are delayed.
little
could
I
and
350
if
Charles,
Fornoff
shares.
Oh,
$24,250.
Fred
baby.
cidentals,
Captain
of the mount
stood in little groups and talked poliAll Wires Down.
ed police, last evening left for Raton only live, but I can't live In this tor
For surveyor general of the terriCensus Enumerators Appointed.
tics. It was whispered around that
winds
Denver, Colo., March
and
with
who had ture. Oh, my darling husband
Arkansaw
and
for
.
"Mgger"
Mexico
of
New
$2,500,
Colfax County.
F. P. Sturses had the mayoralty noinl-- tory
of almost hurricane violence, accom
-Is awful. What can it
this
in the penitentiary for safe
been
baby.
Ob,
total,
in
clerks
$10,500;
liU
iiSlce,
keep
nation "cinched" and several people
Thomas Herburger of Ellzabethtowa
panied by a heavy rain and snow, have
and whowIll be tried before be? Everybody Is so good to me.'
ing
were seen shaking hands with him. $13,000.
today almost cut off from the outside
This letter left by Mrs. Charles A. for precincts 1 Elicabethtown and 2ti
Judge John R. McFle In district court
There seemed to be a controversy
For pay of messenger, stationery, world the entire region west of Kan
Ponil.
at Raton for robbery.
Kaufman, 37 years old, In her home at
Eli Burch of Raton, for precincts 2
about the selection of a chairman, and printing, drafting, instruments, plats, sas City to the Pacific coast.
From
1107
San
street
Antonio
be
and
found
Will
Take Charge of April 1.
Ute Creek and 3 Baldy.
the' words "temporary" and "perma- drawing paper, binding records, tele- Santa Fe, N. M., well Into central
side
lifeless
her
aunt,
her
body
by
Cleofes
Romero of Las Vegas, the
nent" were heard whispered in real phone, registration of letters, postof- Wyoming the storm has raged since
Jesus Abreu of Rayado for prenew warden of the 'territorial peni- Mrs. Sarah; Mby, tells the story of cincts 4
stage whispers. About 3:20 a private flce box rent, drayage, towels, books last night, prostrating telegraph and
Rayado, 8 Black Lake and 13
ner deatn.
will
take
1.
tentiary,
charge on April
Martinez.
consultation ensued. At 3:25 the con- of reference for office use, and other telephone wires and delaying railroad
THE PROCESSIONAL CROSS.
was
The
letter
in
written
lead
pen
Census
Enumerators
exthe
Santa
for
Fe
Arthur Officer of Koehler for pretraffic.
vention had not yet been called to or- incidental expenses, including
Around Julesburg, Colorado,
ell on the back cover of a pad and waB
.Presented By Warren A. Cartler and
.
County.
cincts 5 Van Houten and 6 South Rader.
change of typewriters, $1,000.
long Btretches of telegraph poles have
to Archbishop Pitaval,
unsigned.
Family
The
director
the
of
Washcensus
at
ton
outside of the city limits.
At 3:45 p. m., Hon. T. B. Catron
For salary of the governor of Ari blown down, blocking that avenue of
Her
with the head and shoul
M. C. Pacheco of Raton for
ington, after carefully comparing the ders body,
oiled the convention to order. Upon zona, $3,000; chief justice and four overland telegraph traffic, while the
precincts
propped up, was found by her 25
examination
6 North Raton outside of
has
secthe
papers
Yankee,
motion of R. L. Baca, Charles C.
at
snow
down
tore
associate judges
approved
high winds, rain and
$3,000 each;
aunt when she returned to their home
The cross was sent to this country
limits
for enumerators in Santa Fe
20 East Raton outside
and
was elected permanent chairman retary, $1,800; Interpreter and trans- the wires on the south, the central
following
city
Monday afternoon about 5:30 from a of
before Christmas, but It was detained
county:
and John K. Stauffer permanent sec- lator In the executive office, $500; to- routes via Pueblo and central Kancity limits.
visit to friends. In the body were two
in the custom house In New York,
Leonard D. Slusher of Raton for
Jose Inez Roibal for Precincts 1
sas. The Western Union and Postal
retary and the convention got down tal $20,300.
bullet wounds, one over the left nip
a heavy duty was exacted. The
where
Ward 1 Raton.
to real business,
and 22 Nambe.
For contingent expenses of the ter lost practically every wire to "the east
ple, and the other a little to the cen
Mr.
of Raton, for Ward
Jay T.
The following committee on resolu- ritory of Arizona, including not to this morning. Two telephone wires matter was finally arranged by
Carlos F. Abreu for Precinct 2
ter
and
slightly lower, tbe second 2 Raton. Conway
to
and Rio Medio.
tions was appointed: Charles A. Whee- exceed $500 for traveling expenses of were pressed into service but they too Cartler, who had the cross shipped
shot having evidently been the fatal
he and
so
In
that
his
home
Michigan,,
C.
Richard
of Raton, for Ward
Cline
soon
lon, George W. Prlchard, Tomas Quln- the governor while absent from the
went down before the storm, and
Irving C. Sweet of Santa Fe, for one. The deed was caused by despond
was
3 Raton.
for Beveral hours- - every wire from his family might see it. Then it
Precincts 3 and 4 outside ot the city ency over Hi health.
tana, Marcelino A. Ortiz and Charles capital on official business, $1,500.
sent here and was seen In public for limits.
V. A. Vigil of Raton, for Ward 4
C. Catron.
the east into Denver was silent.
For legislative expenses, namely:
the first time Easter Sunday.
Raton.
The resolutions were brief and to
Violent Storm at Roswell.
Fred W. Thayer of Santa Fe, for CAPTAIN JOHN KLEIN
For rent, messenger, postage, stationthe point and will be printed in full
Benjamin F. Owen of Folsom, for
Work of Art.
Roswell, N. M., March 29. The
and Deaf and Dumb
ON WAY TO PENITENTIARY.
penitentiary
and Incident
tomorrow. They reaffirmed allegiance ery, fuel, lights, printing
pnecinots 7 TMnchera, 21 Jbhnson
Connoisseurs who have seen the school.
al expenses for the secretary's office, worst wind and dust storm in many
' to
Mesa and 22 Johnson Park.
Republican principles and national for pay of members and officers of the years hit Roswell and the Pecos valley cross pronounce it a work of art. It is
Ildeberto Delgado of Santa Fe, for He Told All He Knew snd
May Be
Bias Gallegos of Ledoux for pre
platform pledges, they expressed the
rent of early yesterday morning and Increas in three nieces, and when not in use precincts 5 Agua Frla and 17 and 18
mileage,
assembly,
Pardoned
legislative
Governor
a
as
by
utmost faith and confidence in Presi rooms
cincts 9 Chico and la Colmor.
for the legislature and com ed in violence all day. Last night It they are packed securely in a white outside of the city limits.
Reward.
dent Taft and his promises and hailed
Henry Butler of Vermejo for pre
Miss Lucy Balfe of Santa Fe, for
print raged with unabated fury and the tem- satin lined case. When carried In prothe coming of statehood with satis- - mittees, furniture, stationery,
Pittsburg, Pa., March 30. Captain cincts 10 Vermejo and 14 Catskill.
and Incident perature dropped in a manner that cession the cross is over seven feet U. S. and St. Catherine's Indian
'Johnnie"
faction. They pledged the nominees ing, binding, fuel, lights
James
council
Burkholder of Gardiner, for
Klein,
former
city
caused grave apprehension on the part in length, the cross proper, however, schools.
$24,250.
of the convention to an economical als,
man, and member of the "big six" and precincts 11 Brilliant, 16 Blossburg
of
fruit
the
with
than
a
pots
growers.
Frank
terrilittle
three
Ortiz
Smudge
less
of
Santa
the
for
feet,
of
Ward
being
For surveyor general
Fe,
honest and efficient city government.
the man whose confession brought the and 24 Gardiner.
and for were out and if the mercury keeps over four feet of gold staff by which No. 1 Santa Fe.
resolutions were adopted upon tory of Arizona, $2,500;
. The
Edward M. Keenan of Springer, for
graft exposure Into publicity, will like
a strenuous effort will be to support it. This staff Is divided In
$10,-50dropping
In
ot
his
Alarld
clerks
for
Benjamin
office,
$8,000;
total,
Santa
Fe,
motion of Governor M. A. Otero.
ly go to the penitentiary today. Klein, precinct 12 Springer.
made to save the fruit. Considerable two parts which fit together when the Ward No. 2 Santa Fe.
W. L. Kinney ot Dawson, for pre
Just before four o'clock Hon. Thorn
unless pardoned, which Is not un
Joseph P. Conklln of Santa Fe, for likely, will serve three
as B. Catron arose to nominate Frank
For rent of office for the surveyor damage has been done to out build- cross is to be used.
and a half cinct 13, Dawson, south of the tipple.
boards
and
No. 3 Santa Fe.
ings,
Ward
trees,
shrubbery,
sign
For
R. Mckinley of Dawson for pre
records,
P. Sturges for mayor.
binding,
in
He spoke
general, stationery,
Archbishop.
years.
His voluntary trip to the penother light structures and a deep coatCharles A. Wheelon of Santa Fe, for
cinct 13 Dawson, mine district north
the cross shows at
glowing terms of the present and fu- books of reference for office use, typeAn
of
mean
the
to
taken
Is
Inspection
that
itentiary
ture of Santa Fe and said It was the writer and repairs, repair of furni- ing of dust has covered the household once that it Is solely for the use of Ward No. 4 Santa Fe.
district attorney and grand Jury are of tipple.
W. H. Kennedy of Santa Fe, for St. now
Isaac P. LIttrell of Dawson, for pre
best town In the southwest in which ture, freight and drayage, filing cases, goods In every home in the city. The archbishops, who rank in authority
with him, having gained
ot
storm
Is
sand
storm
which
the first
Michael's College, Loretto Academy, all through
to do business. He told of the great drafting supplies and tables, and othto the pope, for the title of carthe Information the little river cinct 13 Dawson, north of mine dis
next
the
breaker.
Is
a
record
Mission school, St. Vin man was
trict.
proving
year
improvements that the past two years er Incidental expenses, including the
is a mark of dignity, but not of Presbyterian
able to furnish.
Worst in Years in San Miguel County. dinal
have brought and the undoubted up exchanges of typewriters, $1,000.
Orphan's school, Hospital and
Eplfanlo N. Mares of Halls Peak.
This cross presented by cent's
Start-ln- g jurisdiction.
29.
N.
for precinct 13, Dawson, Lorita dis
Las
March
M.,
Sanitnrlum.
Vegas,
ward trend, of the city in every direcCartler Is the Roman double cross
a 1 o'clock yesterday morning, the Mr.
trict.
tion.
of
Frank
Prefor
He then paid a tribute to the
Glorleta,
Lopez
In the
M. A. Lopez of Maxwell
inrMe-rirnr I 'niimv TrBnfliipan ra on
most terrible wind and sand storm in and is heavily gold plated.
cincts 0 Cienega and 13 Glorleta.
City, for
center is a beautifully worked image
J. Probst ot Cerrillos for PreCnrl
years has been raging here all day
precincts 17 Tenaja and 18 Maxwell.
Lopez and of Frank P. Sturges, the
on the cross. Above, below
of
Christ
7 Cerrillos and 19 Madrid.
Mrs. Clara K. Hook ot Koehler, for
latter of whom he nominated amid
and is still going it hard. The weathcincts
of the Savior are
er has turned much colder and the and on either side
cheers and rousing applause. There
Jose D. Espinosa of Cerrillos, for
of the four evan
LINE precinct 23 Koehler.
'were no other nominations and Sturwind has done more or less damage enameled portraits
Precincts S Gallstco and 12 Canoitcl-to- .
and
Luke
Mark,
Matthew,
gelists
DECREASING
ges was nominated amidst prolonged
PRODUCTION
while the Band has
invaded every
John. At the foot of the cross is the
cheers.
INCREASING POPULATION.
corner of every house in town.
William J. Morgan of Stanley, for
the archbishop, with
of
arms
coat
of
After an eloquent nominating adSun Obscured By Sand at El Paso.
Department Decides Against
cross above Precincts 10 Stanley and 21 Otto.
dress by Hon. R. L. Baca, Facundo Or- That Is the Opinion of An
El Paso, Texas,
March 29,The a miniature archlesplscopal
William H. Dicks of Golden, for PreWashington, D. C, March 30. "Un
la enam
which
of
the
Lourdes,
tiz was nominated for city clerk by acLady
Practicability of Gila
first
less some one finds a way to repeal
real, genuine, west Texas sand
cincts 11 Golden and 20 San Pedro.
drew Carnegie in an Inclamation. Attorney H. L. Ortiz put
storm came the way of EI Paso yes- eled, the colors being delicate and well
he law of supply and demand, there
Miguel C. Jaramlllo ot Santa Cruz,
Project
rubles are placed
In nomination for
terview at Albuquerque
city treasurer, Dr.
terday and shrouded the city In pul- blended. Four large
Is no remedy for the Increasing
rests for Precincts 11 Chlmayo, 15 Upper
W. S. Harroun, paying a great tribute
verized rock, and profuse profanity. In a gold ball in which the cross
Santa Cruz and 10 Lower Santa Cruz.
prlcea," said Samuel H. Cowan of Fort
to the sterling qualities of the doctor
The sand so obscured the sun, yester- and into which is fitted the gold staff.
SOUTHERN PACIFIC WILL BUILD Worth, Texas, counsel for the Cattle
On the other sido of the cross are
and predicting an overwhelming ma- FEDERAL CONTROL DESIRABLE day and this afternoon that It was
Raisers' Association of Texas, before
TWO ARBITRATORS TO
jority for him. Dr. Harroun was also
as dark in the city as on a rainy day. the emblems of the four evangelists,
BE CHOSEN TODAY.
tho Senate food Investigation commitnominated by acclamation and with
It Is the worst standstorm most peo- and these hove been made In enamel
Have
tee
Construction Proposed to
today. "The people of the United
clicors.
nnd are as strikingly beautiful as are
This Is the Day of Combinations ple say, since the spring of 1903.
25. Relng
States need never to expect cheap
Alamosa, Colo., March
Its Terminus at Lordsburg,
The following central committee
Globe, Ariz., March 29. A heavy the portraits of tho evangelists.
Should
and
Gutl-ereGovernment
too
meat
attentive to tho wife of Juan
again," he snld. Mr. Cowan told
was nnmed: Hon. T. B. Catron,
at
rain with snow fell last night.
It is
Grant County
When Used.
the committee that in the future It
may prove the death of Estan-islaSupervise Them
large; first ward, Jose D. Garcia, Nico(the
apparently general throughout
cross will be used every time
The
few
will
a
came
here
who
be
Urban,
las Sena; socond ward, Marcelino A.
necessary for cattle raisers to
Gila valley. A light snow fell In the
the archbishop pontificates. It is car- days ago from Blanca. Gutlercz shot
Globe, Aria., March 20. Word came maintain as high or even higher prices
Ortiz, Fred Muller; third ward, Celso
29.
still
Pinal
mountains.
Is
N.
It
March
M.,
Albuquerque,
raining, ried In processions la front of him, Urbnn in
tho hip, causing a wound from Washington today that the Inter- than at present in order to keep paco
Lopez and Ambroslo Ortiz; fourth "The day of combinations has come and snowing.
the figure of Christ turned toward that may prove fatal. Gutlercz Is un- ior department had held to be Imprac- with the Increased cost ot grazing
ward, R. L. Baca and C. A. Wheelon.
and their regulation Is the only soticable the construction of tho recla- land and feed. Mr. Cowan thought that
him, and is held before him when he der arrest.
All the ward nominations for the
lution of the problem. The best step NEW MEXICO POSTMASTER
is seated on the throne or standing
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aper Club. I did not know exactly what grounded both in law and in policy. for several decades, there It no need seems to be equally applicable to business according to report Is extendJtlnd of a speech I was going to make It is approved by the sentiment of hiding it, but there has been a turn cases of Judicial sales, excopt where
ing through the entire volley and inthere any more than I do now, but the
people ln Colorado, and 'or the better In Its affairs and it is otherwise specifically provided by law. dicates a forward movement in all
chairman of the Chicago club whis- all the support it may need should be distinctly on the upgrade. It can be
Whoro tho affidavit for publication lines of activity ln this soctlon."
pered to me as I arose to speak:
freely given by the citizens of this.hept on this grade If given tho right states tho residence of the defendant
" 'They want to hear about the press state."
kind of municipal government,
It Is to be known, as
Roosevelt has summoned Plnchot to
prescribed by subup to the voters to give the city that section 25 of the
so roast them.'. I am bound to say
tho giving of London, It Is a hurry call, for Roose
codo,
The end Is not yet In the Lincoln kind of management and they should the address
that the task was not so difficult.
should Include the street velt will be back in the United States
. "This being president of the United county seat dispute but the partlci- - turn out en masse to the Republican and
number where the city or town Is soon attor he has reached London.
on
The
have
learned by this time that primaries
Monday evening.
States presents a good many new pants
one of any size.
The world naturally wonders and the
sensations to one who came into the moving county seats is an expensive Republican who Btays away is pretty
editorial paragraphers will give free
the
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herein
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who
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time
and
much
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the
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affair
and
that
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run
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rounded my coniing In. I had been
few weeks,
force and effect,
the enemy.
on the bench for twelve years and I money.
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The Associated Press must have
The world do move. Attorney Gen-- ,
eral Frank W, Clancy has handed been wrong ln Its report on the Bev- o
ellg-iblerldgo statehood bill yesterday when
down an opinion that women are
to serve as school directors and it said that It prohibits the teaching
school
more
of any Spanish In the public schools.
progressive
naturully, tho
districts will elect one or more worn-- , There certainly is as great benefit ln
en to the board on April 4, Just as tho teaching Spanish as there Is In teach
progressive counties of Colfax and ing Latin, Greek, Gorman, French or
Roosevelt, one Republican and the any other languago, ln fact, greater
other Democratic, elected women to material advantage, the demand for
be county school superlntendonts at persons who can apeak Spanish being
the last general election, upon former much greater In America .than the de- -'
Attorney General J. M. Hervey ruling mand for persons speaking any other
that women nro eligible to tho posi- foreign lungunge. But even if the
tion of county Bcbool superintendents. statehood bill had any such absurd
Some day, Santa Fe, too, will bo wide provision, it could not be enforced.
awake enough to have women on Ita Suppose, after New Mexico is a state,
school board and then the city will ft teacher should teach Spanish, who
have school gardens, manual train- will prevent him? Can Senator Bev- lug Bciiools, medical Inspection ofterldgo mandamus the state to compel
school children and a modern school tnat teacher to aesist?
Could
any
building in each ward
teacher be thrown In Jail or fined for
retho
teaching Spanish? However!
The more progressive parts of New port is certainly a mistake for there
Mexico are taking up plans to secure 1b nothing ln the language of the
a complete and accurate census. The printed bill should It become law,
Commercial Club at Carlsbad Is In that would prevent the teaching of
active correspondence with the Cen Spanish. All it alms to do is what
bus Supervisor in this matter. At the territorial statutes already provide
consider for, that is, that all public schools
Roswell, the enumerators
culling a convention of all the enum must be conducted in . English, and
erators of Chaves county to discuss that all school teachers must be able
and devise means to make the best to tench ln English. The territorial
showing for the county. The enumer- statutes even go further, for they proators appointed at Lordsburg, accord- vide that school directors must be
ing to the Western Liberal, are study able to speak English. Fortunately,
ing their districts closely so as to be for New Mexico, the language questo count every soul be- tion Is becoming a minor Issue and
fully
tween April 15 and May 15. If that will soon be as dead as it Is In Pennspirit were general over the Territory sylvania or Kansas or ln Texas.
there is no doubt that tho census re
turns would surprise Congress as well
Journal:
Says the Albuquerque
as others as to tho showing made In "Much has been said about the increase In population of New Mexico,
population ana wealth.
and many persona have believed that
Territorial
bo
must
Credit
given
there was some exaggeration in the
Safford
V.
Charles
Auditor
estimates of increase.
Traveling
In this confor instituting an adequate system of nection we call attention to the fact
financlnl account keeping in official- that ln the year 1900 the United States
dom in New Mexico. There are many census gave the territory a population
of the old timers who didn't like it; of 195,000, and the vote for delegate
who believed it to be the privilege of that year was 39,414. This indicates
a county treasurer to carry his funds about five persons to each voter. In
around In his business ventures or 1908 the total vote for delegate was
for a district clerk to keep his ac- 58.SS0, which, at the same ratio, would
counts In his head or to convert his give a papulation of 294,400. This inwho dicates an Increase of
funds into checks of relatives
nearly 100,000
were using the cash In their private In eight years, but it must be borne
business.
Nowadays, all funds must in mind that, for a variety of reasons,
be placed iu an approved depository unnecessary now to discuss, a very
and every cent must be accounted for large number of voters, both RepublIn books that cannot be Juggled with icans and Democrats, did not vote in
out detection. The Republican party 1908.
Large additions have been
must be given credit for giving and made to our population since the elecmen
office
so
in
retaining
eminently tion of 1908. Everything considered,
qualified for their work as is Traveling it Is quite reasonable and moderate to-pAuditor Charles V. Safford.
out present population at not less

than 360,000."
Mr. Citizen, it is up to you to at
tend the Republican primaries on Mon
Kansas farmers certainly are prosday evening. There Is tha place where perous when they can afford automoyou should register your desire for a biles In which to chase horse thieves.

good and progressive city government. flew Mexico farmers ought to be even
It Is your duty to be there and If you more prosperous but they will never
have a spark of local pride and un go after outlaws in autos unless much
selfish patriotism you will be there, more attention than at present Is paid
will bring your friends and will lift
authorities to

your voice in favor of clean, economic
administration of municipal and civic
affairs. The man who neglects to at
tend the primaries on Monday even
ing and thea spends the next four
years yelping at the street corners
about the bad fitate of political affairs
Isn't worth a pinch of snuff to this
or any other community.
That Democratic committee never
went to Washington to protest against
the provisions of the statehood bill.
Though very anxious to put a spike in
the Republican plans, it was discover
ed that there were no funds in the
Democratic treasury to pay for the
pleasure Jaunt of the three gentlemen
selected, and as they differ from the
Republican leaders who generously
pay their own expenses In trips of
these kinds for the party and the public good, the Democratic bosses simply stayed at home even if It meant
that their party was going to the bowwows.

Grant and Socorro counties are by
far the leading mineral producers in
New Mexico. For several years past,
Grant county has produced most ot
the copper and Socorro county haB
produced most of the gold and zinc
credited to New Mexico. For this
year, says the Silver City Independ
ent: "Indications are that during the
year 1910, Socorro county will yield
ln exceBS of 75 per cent of the total
gtild values, and Grant county, before
the end of next year, will be producing
considerably over 90 per cent of the
copper mines in the Territory."

systematic
by county
road building. Imagine Sheriff Clos-so- n
and a posse in automobiles after
horse thieves headed for the foothills
in any direction from Santa Fe. Says
the Alamogordo News, however:
"
"A wealthy man visited his sheep
ranch not long since and found that
hia foreman has spent 1,500 of the
ranch funds for an automobile. Herding sheep ln .an automobile! Isn't that
truly Indicative of the progressive
spirit of New Mexico! The ranchman
immediately wrote the foreman, suggesting "the purchase of an areoplane
and a submarine, to make the ranch
equipment modern and complete."

Not only Is Texas coming to New
Mexico for water to Irrigate, but El
Paso wants to corner the water supand White
ply in the Sacramento
mountains for drinking purposes. El
Paso la in bad plight for good drinking water but when It demands that
the Sacramento and White mountains
be turned Into a national park for Its
own private use it ought to aBk first
to be annexed to this Territory. In
fact, the Elephant Butte situation
would be simplified too by the proposed state of New Mexico extending
its eastern boundary straight down to
the Rio Grande.

Fully six hundred people turned out
at the Republican primaries last evening. This shows the general Interest ln the municipal election and the
fact that the Republican party la alive
to Its duties and Its interests. As a
result of this general participation of
citizens, very good ward tickets have
been nominated and delegates have
worked
who
been elected who will choose ft
The scientific farmer
months
and
municipal ticket tomorrow.
spring
during the winter
first-clas-

to store by proper cultivation the
moisture in tho soil Is rejoicing on
account of the beautiful March days
that have prevailed the entire month
but the dry farmer who neglected the
scientific methods of his more energetic neighbor sis anxiously scanning
the horizon for a sign of rain or snow
and will be even more anxious by the
time that June rolls around.
To those who complain of police
conditions ln Santa Fe, It should be a
revelation to read that on the streets
of New York with a police force run
ning Into the thousands and costing
millions each year, hillf a dozen brutal
attacks upon young women were re
ported the past two days, most of the
attacks being perpetrated early in
the evening on the public streets.
Such conditions are unheard of In
New Mexico.
Judging from the strangely-name- d
church Incorporations, which are filed
New
bo frequently of lute, eastern
Mexico Is a country of religious ideas,
and. religions dissenters flourish
freely as do political Independents. It
is a sign that New Mexico is beginning
to attract all sorts of people. There
was a time when all new comers to
Now Mexico were divided Into lung
ers, escaped convicts and worn-ou- t
politicians, but such is no longer the
case.

Twenty-fiv-

e

of the

thirty-si- x

s

dele-

gates are pledged to the nomination
of Frank P. Sturges and the recognition of his fitness for the particular
place is bo general that the Demowill probably endorse him.

crats

The Cambridge, Mass., cashier who

tried to break a faro bank broke a national bank Instead. There is nothing
more potent than the desire to earn
where one has not worked and to reap
where one has not sown, to break up
families and
financial institutions,
A gambler Is a loser when
character.
he plays hia first card, and he never
gels ahead of the game from that moment,

tj

South Carolina with 66,000 popular
votes elected nine Presidential electors; Mississippi with 67,000 votes
chose ten electors, and yet some of
the southern Democrats are kicking
because New Mexico with fully rs
many votes at the next election as
either Alabama or Mississippi, will
electors In.
have four presidential
1912, should it be admitted to statehood.

That New Mexico Is still a good
country for the hunter is evidenced by
the fact that in San Miguel county
alone, claims for $400 bounty for killing wild animals have been made
since January and In counties like
wild
animal bounty
Grant, the
The Eastor edition of the Albuquer claims run
far into the thousands ot
que Morning Journal was a Woman's dollars each year.
Club edition and It was such an evi
dent literary and journalistic success
One .of the Important queatlons that
that tho New Mexican herewith offers
Itself to the Woman's Board of Trade will be decided by the census will be
for a Fourth ot July edition If the la proportion of citizens of .Spanish, and
dles have editorial Ideas and ambi Mexican descent as compared with
tions that they would like to put into descendants of immigrants from the
states,
practice.

LONG DISTANCE
iT
Capitalized at Million Dollars
It Filed Incorporation
"
Papers
CENSUS ENUMERATORS

NAMED

Albuquerque and Clovit Intend
to Clean Out Red Light
Districts.

Juan Tnfoj a, 8 San Mateo and 19 RUo
Colorado.
Molses R. Mlrnbal of Peralta, for
Precincts 10 Peralta, 11 Valencia and
22 El Cerro.
Andreas A. Romero, Jr., of Los
Lunns, for Precincts 12 Tome Abajo,
13 Casa Colorado, 29 Tome Arriba.
Caslmiro S. Lucero of San Rnfael,
for Proclncts 10 Bluowater and 30
Kottncr.
Octavlano L. Telles of San Rafael,
for Precincts 17 San Rafael, 23 Blbo
and 24 Jaraloso.
the
Leopold Blbo of Cubero, for
Pueblo of Acoraa,
Walter K. Marmon of Laguna, for
the Pueblo Grant of Laguna.
"
Chaves County.
James W. Mullen of Roswell, for
Precincts 1 and 2 outside of the city
of Reswell.
Fred A. Harned of Roswell, for
Ward 1 Roswell.
for
Roy B. Parsons of Roswell,
Ward 2 Roswell.
Samuel H.- - Runyon of Roswell, for
Ward 3 Roswell.
Mrs. Grace E. Baker of Roswell, for
Ward 4 Roswell.
W. C. Alexander, Jr., of Roswell, for
Ward 5 Roswell.
James E. Wheeler of Cumberland,
for Precincts 3 South Spring and 4
Dexter.
Andrew Canutcson of Vocant for
Precinct 6 Hngerman.
Warren Harlow of Roswell, for Precinct 0 Lake Arthur.
M. T. Brockett of Cumberland, for
Precinct 7 Lower Penasco.
Annie Dunn Wilson of Bronco, for
Precinct 8 Plains.
Raymond E. Cottlngham of Bynura.
for Precincts 9 Cedar Canon and 10
El Yeso.
William M. Beauchamp of Kenna,
for precincts 11 Kenna and 12 Elklns.

STATEHOOD

STILL

SEW!
Ex- Reached Another Phase by
Senator Beveridge Ii Having All Recommendations
of
Out
r
Twenty-FouSeveral
JJudge McFie Issuing TemWith
Printed
It
cept
porary Injunction
300 Approved
More Amendments
INDIAN

APPROPRIATION

BILL INCREASED

STORAGE CAPACITY

BENNIE

TUCKER

IS ACQUtTTED

Com- Important Water Right Matters
Attorney Brandeii Askt That Maxwell Irrigated Lands
Eagle-ta- il
to
Up Before Territorial
Be
Put
Want
Enlarge
Secretary Ballinger
pany
Engineer.
Reservoir.
on Stand

Mexico, Information of which bad been
obtained from the exhibiting and advertising obtained through the last
your', exposition.
Chlcnso will have another exposition tliM coming season which will
push paitlcularly to community advertising and the managers feel that it
is more essential to rivet the attention of the people on a particular section of the country where development U going on.
'
If c:ich community or project will
Itirnvt.'u tnr nn nvhlhlt
t the evnnRl- in a campaign
llon, it will
of advertising for that community not
merely for general advertising but by
a separate campaign of five or ten
thousand lines of special advertising,
for that particular locality and project.
This Bpeclal advertising together with
exhibits at this exposition will do a
great deal as to advertising this particular section and I would suggest
that your association communicate
with R, P. Cross, secretary, United
States land and Irrigation exposition,
115 Adams street, Chicago, 111.
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.
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,

But in the Meanwhile State
hood Bill Had Gone Over
to
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IS PICKED

Democrats However Are Scrapping Among Themselves
for Honors.
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and progressive people of the
First Lieutenant Charles DcBre-mon- point. There would seem to be room
would be lost than gained by an in- 10S, Albuquerque 100, Carlsbad 110, tho flesh of this and other adaptable
Delegate Andrews Introduced a hill
for some experimentation along this
Southwest
crease In tonnage. Yet the ships have Kspanola only thirty miles to tho animals can be learned by any serious to increase the pension of Benjamin
line, as poisoning of boos by the sprayFirst Lieutenant Harold Kurd.
north 91), Estanda 102, Las Vegas 99, inquiry."
F. A. Adams, Company B, First Maine
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Second Lieutenant Hiram M. Dow.
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to
be ralher Important."
Second Lieutenant Ross L. Malone.
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IT IS ALMOST TIME
territory.
was Inevitable that the other nations arron recorded 1C below, Las Vegas 15! claimed for have not served to
Eddy County.
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TO BEGIN SPRAYING.
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enter the hippopotamus
that California would a paradise for they did so England In turn sought to
CHICAGO GETS BACK
cinct 1, outside of city of Carlsbad.
him; that there the mild weather the surpass the Dreadnought In size and lower, reported 10 below. Elizabeth-- ; eoninetition.
Codling Moth Commences to Emerge
town 3 below, Tres Piedras 2U below,
CATCHER JOHN KLING.
Claude F. Wright of Carlsbad, for
When Apple Trees Start to
"Any Congressman who gives oven
year around, the variety of crops and fighting efficiency.
"Unless there Is a change In tne Springer 21 below, Bluewaler Just a cursory considerallon to Uils meas-wes- t the city of Carlsbad.
Bloom.
other advantages make the life of the
Francis M. Hatfield of Malaga, for
of Albuquerquf, and 111 about the'ure Is bound to champion it. There
husbandman a sweet, grand song all temper of the world and there Is no
Cincinnati, 0., March 30. John M,
It will soon bo time to begin spraythe year. But It Isn't so. The farmer Immediate prospect of that the only same latitude, 17 below, L'slancia 33 has been too much slaughtering of precincts 2 Malaga and 11 Loving.
Kling, premier catcher of the Chicago
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ing
codling
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Clark of Artcsia, for
below, Laguna wild and lame animals away
from
In New Mexico, even on a dry farm- limit upon the size of warships Is below, Fort Stanton
mate, duo tb tho fact that wo have Nationals, will he reinstated In organe
20 below, Los Lunas 23 below,
ized baseball on payment of a fine of
entirely too much. Let it be precincts 3 Hope, and 6 Artcsia out- more than ono brood of tho
ing homestead is better off, for he has mechanical. There Is a demand for
codling
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Fe,
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south,
rlliuflte and does not have the compe- which can be constructed with safety
lap, it is necessary to spray more National Commission made public tocity of Artesia.
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now employed, north, east and west, it was hotter ini
tition of the
big farms. The out of the materials
than twice during the season. The day. The commission will require
summer
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of
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Tupper
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of
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Justice
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propelled by the power now availsmall farm is the rule in this territime at which we should spray for the Charles W. Murphy, president of the
this particular sheltered spot blessed j United States supreme court whose precinct 4 Laliewood.
able.
to show cause why
'
tory. Says Goodwin's Weekly:
Jesse C. Estlack of Eunice, for pre- different broods to secure the best re- Chicago Nationals,
"It has been Inevitable, but Is great- with the best climate this side of duath was recorded night before last,
"A man was In Salt Lake City a few
sults Is, perhaps, the most Important he should not be fined at least $200
heaven.
was a friend of the west. He was cinct 5 Monument
ly to be regretted, that this country-shoulE. D. Howse of Roberts, for pre factor in this operation. It Is impos- for violation of rule 47, which forbids
The total rainfall last year at Santa 'more, he was a westerner; he was a
days ago who made the startling asbe drawn to some extent Into
sertion that except for the Chinese the competition for naval
Fe was 12.2G inches or two inches be-- ! man in the full sense of the word, a cincts 12 Roberts and 13 Eunice (to sible to give set dates for spraying the club to submit a contract to an insupremacy.
Chi-cas- o
and Japanese in California, the peo The United States is
during the season and for every lo- eligible player. Furthermore, the
a Pacific as low the average and yet, Just about learned Jurist, a typical American. be organized.)
club will not be allowed to trade,
Danlol M. Eider of Artesia, for pre- cality for the reason thut the emer-- l
ple In that state would starve to death, well as an Atlantic power, and Its enough for scientific dry farming. Tho Whatever else he was might be sum
sell or release Kllng for one season,
cinct 7 Dayton.
that the modern generation of
gence from the coccoon of the winenormous coast-IIn- e
on the two great map accompanying the report shows med up In these words of his:
nor will It bo permitted to pay Kilng's
M. Daugherty of Artesia, for tered ovor moths varies
would not work in the fields oceans,
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to
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Jesus
according
together with its possessions
and vineyards. Of course, that Is an beyond the seas, demand that It
, between 10 and 13 inches, Ihose which Christ, the parable of the Good Sam- precinct 8 Queen.
the climatic conditions and locality. fine, directly or Indirectly, "under a
pre
Harrel C. Atterberry of Artesia, for The blooming of the apple tree will severe penalty." Kling was not fined
exaggerated statement, but there must pare tor an adequate defense of them." had less and those which had more. aritan and the Golden Rule.
One half of the area of the territory
"Life Is the most important human precincts 9 Knowles and 10 Loving-ton- . vary somewhat for every year and for for failure to report to the Chicago
have been some foundation for It, and
Nationals nor for violation of his connan less than 10 inches, only a small question
to be kindly and
to one who understands the condi CONVICT
helpful,
every locality. The same conditions
TRUSTIES
ON
GOOD
tract, but solely for his connection
Grant County.
portion, and that mainly In the moun-- , There is no theology In binding up a
tions which have led up to the present
affecting the time of the blooming of
ROADS WORK.
with the Missouri Athletic Club, semi- tains and in the northeastern corner man's wounds, giving him wine and
John F. Durant of Silver City, for the
condition, It Is not hard to realize
to affect the
apple trees seem
The" Pueblo Chieftain says that the of New
professional team of Kansas City, and
Mexico, had more than 15 Inch-- j oil, leading him to an inn and saying precinct 1 Central outside of Gila for- emergence of the moths In the
why a great many people are prejudicspring.
and the method of em- es. riarvey s t pper Hanch, filty mlles.to the landlord, 'Take care of him; est, 3 Silver City outside of city lira- with and against Ineligible
ed against agricultural life in Califor parole system
It has been found that the wintered his playing
'
ploying trusties without guards on cast of Santa Fe, reported as high as and whatever thou
Its and outside of Gila forest.
nia. The first Is that the rich val good roads
spendest more,
over moths emerge from their coc- players. Kllng is required to return
work Is a success In the
J. Crockett Givens of Silver City,
to the old salary of $4,500 per year.
the following points when I come again I will repay thee;
leys of California, where not Irrigated, Centennial State. The comment Is of moreinches and
coons in the spring about the time
than 20 Inches
Albert, Lake that is not theology; it is only re- - for precincts 1 Central In Gila forest; that the trees are
Kllng Will Pay Fine.
are almost as bare of vegetation
much Interest In New Mexico where Alice, Elfzabethtown. Miami Ranch. Union.
blooming. Shortly
2 Pinos Altos, 3 Silver City outside of
Kansas City, Mo., March 30. "Althe desert from the first of July until convicts under
after tho moths emerge they lay their
the parole and trusty Raton, Rociada, Vermejo Park, Cha- - "I was reared a
in
and
7
Gila
Gila
forest;
Upper
Congressional, but city
Ihe rains come In the autumn. Then pians have been at work on
the twigs and loaves of though the terms imposed by the Nagood ma, Gallinas, Harvey's,
San
Rafael !l could be comfortable In a Baptist, in Gila forest; 11 Fierro, 12 MImbres eggs upon
the lower valleys, especially the Sac roads for the
the apple trees and within seven or tional Commission are pretty severe,
eight years and that and Winsor's Ranch, twenty miles Presbyterian, Methodist or Catholic Mill in Gila forest.
past
I shall abide by them. I love baseramento and San Joaquin, and their with a minimum of
Oliver P. Williams of Silver City, ten days the little larva hatches and ball, and am
guards. It Is true. east of Santa Fe which had 24 Inches church, and even a' Jewish synagogue,
willing to meet the cona few escapes have occurred and now of rain, thus
tributaries, are exceedingly warm,
to
about
move
enters
It
until
begins
"I haven't time to quibble over the for Silver City.
showing the gradual In
ditions imposed against me in order
"Imagine the discomforts of living and then an untoward Incident was crease from 12 inches here In the city, ological
A. Perrault of Sherman, for the young fruit. So the first spraying to
Edward
back
Into the game," salu
questions.
get
to be given about the time that
in Buch a country for nearly half the reported but not more so than would as one travels east into the mountains
"I believe our country was destined precincts 4 Dwyer, 23 Swartz. 24 ought
the apple blossoms fall off. Great care Kllng this morning. "The fans In Chiyear. Then the crops that will grow occur In any camp of free laborers on reaching 24 inches at Winsor's and by an Almighty Providence for the Whitewater.
been kind to me and
have
cago
always
E. R. Burch of Santa Rita, for pre- should be taken in spraying thorough
and mature In such a region are similar work. Says the Pueblo Chief 32 inches at Rociada, the highest pre- leadership of the world, not
I tell yoii I will be mighty glad to
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so
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5
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get
possible
Mill
limited to a few cereals. Then in the tain:
many
MImbres
In
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Teel,
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cipitation anywhere
Territory. In a material direction, in the produc
get back Into the Chicago uniform. I
of the first brood of the surviving win'An extraordinary Illustration of the Going west and south from Santa Fe tion of
of Gila forest; 13 Santa Rita.
past a great portion of those valleys
gold and silver and crops, but
shall join the Chicago club within five
Charles L. Csssady of Rodeo, for tered moths. The date for this Bret
have been covered by land grants, working of Colorado's present penal the precipitation declines in similar In the character of Its manly men
or six days, after I receive notice from
.
precincts 6 Rodeo and 18 Pratt.
spraying cannot be given, but each the
mostly Spanish grants, with titles system is afforded by the case of ratio going down from 12 in Santa Fe and pure women.
commission."
Charles H. Lyons of Silver City, for orchardist must decide for himself,
Hummell Is one of to 4.47 Inches at Albuouernue. In
often clouded, and with owners who John Hummell.
"There is no form of government
The report was not signed by Ben
7 Upper Gila outside of Gila basing it upon the time of the bloom
who which offers as many
precincts
would not sell at any reasonable price, the small number of prisoners who other words, the healthseeker
in
advantages
Johnson, the only signatures attached
and who would not subdivide the have escaped from a road camn. The makes his home at Santa Fe can find the way of moral, political and Indus- forest; 17 Mangas and 21 Pine Clene- - ing of his apple trees.
being those of President Lynch and
tracts, ao that men could buy small convicts in those camps are in a aI altitude within fifty miles in any trial liberty as ours. It has stood the ga.
The efficiency of the subsequent Chairman Herrmann.
sense 'trusties' who enjoy the freer direction varying from 5,000 to 13,000 test of more than a
Charles N. Brlnkman of Lordsburg,
will depend upon the time
holdings, and with no power anywhere life
century. It has
sprayings
and outdoor work under nnrnio feet, annual
nreclnitatlon
varvine dealt with problems that Btruck at the for precincts 8 Lower Gila, 14 Red at which they are made and this time,
waters
to Impound the
flowing
Some time after his escane the war. from 4 to 32 inches, a maximum tem- - very heart of the nation.
Rock and 19 Steeple Rock.
TWO MORE INDICTMENTS
through the lands, that their life den
Judging from the results obtained
received word that Hummell was perature ranging from 80 to 110, a
BY GRAND JURY.
Harry B. Copeland of Lordsburg, from a
'We have the kind of people to
might be transmitted to the soil.
of the life history of the
study
minimum from zero to 33 below zero, achieve things; we have the kind of for precincts 9 Stein's Pass and 21
reaay i0 return
moth in this climate, ought to
"Then there have been many dis- sentence because and complete his
codling
he felt that he but always finding the best conditions, climate and soli to make the race Lordsburg.
Albuquerque, N. M., llnrch 29.
be about every 50 days. In this way
couragements to tollers. When the should not have violated The
A. W. Norcop of Separ, for prethe least range and variation right strong and virile; we have the kind
one will be able to apply the poison In district court yesterday Judge Abraisin industry was first Inaugurated he had given to the
cincts 10 Hachita and 15 Separ.
warden. Upon here In this city.
of
bott
that
took up the Bernalillo county civil
government
enables
freest
the
In Fresno valley, the people who en- assurance that he would
James A. Rohson of Hachita, for upon the apples shortly before the docket
Santa Fe In 1909 reported 29 cloudy Individualism."
get a 'square
beginning with the case of
maximum
brood
each generation 1b
of
gaged In It believed there would never deal, Hummell
16
Gold
Hill and 22 Leopold.
precincts
voluntarily returned days or about two cloudy days each
to enter the fruit. But because Rafael Tagliaflerro VB. Caesar Grande.
lie a supply to meet the demand. That to the prison from
ready
h
Kansas, and
Guadalupe County,
nu mnnth Pnonoii nnm-- i
u
This is a case in which the plaintiff
dream was dispelled within five years serving the remainder of his sentence
"BLIND-BOJ. Guadalupe Marquez of Anton of the overlapping of the different
BOY"
days, Bluewater 50, Albert 62, Cimar-oIt Is believed that a spraying alleges that defendant took forcibly
after the vines began to bear. Then
the road gang and earning the ron 82, Naravisa 77, Winsor's Ranch
GUIDED THE AUTO. Chlco for precincts 1 Anton Chlco broods
and illegal possession of a piece of
In between the
y
the rage was for orange groves, but usual remittance for good behavior.
Arriba and 2 Anton Chlco Abajo.
period ought to
124, Fort WIngate 77, Fort Stanton
be given. Thus, we should spray land on North Broadway belonging to
no soon as these became abundant, A better example of the
rancisco
f
Bustamente
Casaus
of
for
system that 42. In other words, Santa Fe Is about
That the automobile Is not a "red
there were the railroad exactions to aims to reform criminals instead of the sunniest
3 El Llano, 4 Casaus and 17 every 25 days, making a total of five the plaintiff and that he has damaged
spot to be found
of evil, and a curse of precincts
to six sprayings for the season. This same to a considerable extent. Plainthem worse it would be dim- - where. While the wind elsewhere in devil," thing
meet, and a little later came comusterltos.
n
convlnc-tlomodern civilization was the
bines of men to fix the prices at which cult to And."
Lewis R. Haight of Cuervo, for nrn- - scheme for spraying has not as yet tiff sues for possession and damages.
Terrtory attained a maximum
of a sweet Colorado
girl who,
been tried at the experiment station. The Jury was secured yesterday mornthe fruit raisers must sell, and lastly
of 60 miles an hour, at Santa through the assistance of several im- - cincts 5 Colonlas and 0 Cuervo.
j velocity
O. W. York of Cuervo for nreclnets
It Is based altogether upon the re- ing and the case was practically comthe produce trust, to not only dicThe need of more adequate police Fe 18 was only 61 nillcs an hour and promtu chaffeurs rushing around the
7 Conant and 13 Halle.
sults from the studies of the life his- pleted during the day,
tate the prices which farmers might protection was
m"e'' an hour at Roswe11Thus city In their touring cars, was finally
forcibly Illustrated
Manuel B. Baca of Santa Rosa, for tory of the codling moth In this cliThe grand Jury returned two Indiccharge, but the other prices which one or two of the primaries last eve. tne Ivcw Mexican might continue to married to her
even
Ideal
yesterday
precinct 8 Santa Rosa.
merchants must exact from their nlng. In any other
mate, and It is believed that the re- tments yesterday both for assault with
or town of quote statistics, showing that Santa ing.
city
Juan J. Clancy of Puerto de Luna, sults ought to be more satisfactory dealy weapons. The first Is against
customers.
this size, any Individual, no matter Fe nas fewer da'a w,th fluctuations
The bride was Miss Emma E. Hlnes for
9 Puerto de Luna and than If the
"Most men, reading the foregoing, wnat his nartv or factlnrni
sprayings were done with Antonio Lucero y Perea, charged with
muperaiure running up to rorty and the bridegroom Morgan Lewis, Jr., 19 precincts
fnit.tin
los Tanos.
out any regard to the appearance of assault upon Nestor Sena.
would say:
who behaves himself In a disorderly deBreea lhan anv other P'ace In the both of
Colo. The brideAlamosa,
Louis
N. LeTestu of Puerto de
"'If these are the conditions In manner, or tries tn hrpnir im n
Luna, the different broods. The Btatlon will
The second is against
erniory, nas rewer violent changes groom's brother, who was
Ramon
present at for precincts 10 West Puerto de Luna conduct
California, excuse me from trying to ful meeting, or refuses to come to or- - alld that taken alt0Se'her It has the the
spraying experiments based Alvarez and Francisco Garcia and E.
to be In the em- and 20 Puerto.
Is
said
wedding
upon this scheme.
carry on either a farm or an orchard der when asked by the presiding offl- - moBt "leasant. without being enervatas
Lopez
accomplices. All the parties
Francisco A. Gutierrez of Santa
ploy of the Denver and Rio Grande.
In California.'
The arsenate of lead Is now consld-- , are under arrest.
cerot the gathering to do so, would be lug, climate In the country.
Miss Hlnes who was accompanied by Rosa, for precincts 11 Salado
and 12
"Still California Is naturally about thrown Into the Jug
unceremoniously
her parents registered at the Claire Sunnyside.
the very richest and noblest state In and would be fined the next morning.
STOCKING THE WILDS.
Hllario Aragon of Anton Chlco. fnr
hotel. Those who saw her declared
the Union. But some things will have Not so at Santa Fe, where rowdies
Here Is a Job for Camo Warden there Is no
exaggeration In stating precincts 14 San Ignacio and 15
to be revolutionized there. The great of that sort were permitted last eve- Gable. Uncle Sam waits to
import that she was a "lovely" bride, for her
trac.tg of land will have to be parti- ning to disturb what would otherwise the animals of the Jungle and give
Estevan V. Gallegos Of Pnniinf fnr
beauty attracted much attention.
tioned. Such a system of Irrigation have been orderly meetings of oltl- - them homes on reservations In New
But there was a hitch about the precincts IB Los Ojltos and 23 LoWith F. P. Sturges as mayor, Mexico and elsewhere. Not that New
will have to be inaugurated as will zens.
cust
Grove.
wedding ceremony. No minister could
keep the valleys green. There will It Is certain that this condition of Mexico hasn't wild animals of Its be found Just at the appointed hour.
trancisco D. Sanchez of Santa
liave to be reasonable freight rates, things will cease to exist and the own. The records of bounty paid by Then it was that the modern Inven Rosa, for precinct 18 Vamrhn.
Thomas B. Kenady of Ricardo, for
and a free market In which to sell average citizen will not need to best- - the taxpayers show that the coyotes, tion, cursed by so many pedestrians
the products of the soil. This Is ao ate to go to a primary because of the boar, and olher varmint are still plen- - and horsemen of the country, came to precincts 21 Buchanan and 59. Tin.
but
Inthat
will
fear
to
he
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do.
giraffes, lions, steinbocks, the
tlful,
apparent that the wonder Is the legisaid of the couple. Friends of the
Stewart C. Rea of Riddle, fnr
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opportunity chines
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Postmaster Burke received notice
have been broken up by taxing those men should be sworn In for every prl- - blase lourlst of the east who yearns steered one of the machines
finally to today that the
new sights to conquer. Imagine
for
until
the
of
hoodlums
mary,
practice
were
postofflce at Oneva, San
great tracts Just as though they
LuC.
Rev.
F,
the
and
the
CLASS
FARE
right place
Interfering with chairmen or officers 'he feelings of a lady educator from
Miguel county has been discontinued
under cultivation.
cas, pastor of the St, John's Meth by order of the
"The Btate might long ago have had of the meeting, of yelling at the ton Boston, for Instance, who while gaz- odist
postmaster general.
OF
of
city,
church
this
the
Episcopal
sudden-oto
of
Old
their voices
Palace would
break up a meeting l"8
Washington, D. C, March 30. The
the valleys under Irrigation, by prorefusing to keep order when asked lv flnd herself confrontfca by a hippo- was found. Ho was brought at great following post offices have been esposing to advance the money or credit to do so is
wedthe
to
and
there
hotel
or
the
her
speed
licked
face
have
with
potamus,
stopped.
tablished In New Mexico: Cherry
needed, and, hy a vote of the propthe tongue of an aurochs. This Is ding ceremony was performed. The Valo, San
Miguel county, Harry Morrierty owners have had the money so
what tho Washington Herald thinks bridal couple had time to receive the son,
THE WEATHER.
postmaster; Tatum, Chaves counadvanced a lien upon the lands until
Weather makes climate. Weather of the scheme and it will bear look- - good wishes of their relatives and ty, Matlle
G. Tatum, postmistress.
the full amount of principal and Inter- Is the most common
FROM
of conver- - '"B '"to by tho territorial department, friends before taking the train for Frank H. Winston
of Fnlrvlcw, has
est should be refunded. The prosecut- satlon and discussion. topic
But few days f game and fish:
California, where they will spend their been
commissioned postmaster. Saming attorneys and courts could eradi- elapse In one's life on which a dozen
"Be It enacted by the Senate and honeymoon.
SANTA FE,
MEXICO
uel A. Patterson of Three Rivers, N.
cate the combines that are preying remarks about the weather are not House of Representatives of the
M., has been appointed postmaster of
upon the farmers. The most difficult obe
Weather and climate also, ted States of America In Congress
BURNS AND LAG WILL
TO
a fourth class, not money
exactions, of,
stacle, the railroad
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demolished
matters, but when he considered that facts, which effectually
the present issue was not a matter the "dead town" argument. Artesla
of politics, but of public morals, ho was one of the liveliest towns In the
came to the conclusion that It was Pecos valley. It had built a college
not only his duly to aid as he could, costing several thousands of dollars,
comfortable and
substantial
but that he would be a coward not with
buildings, Joyce-Prui- t
to do so.
Company had
out
branched
there
and
a
extensively
He referred to the fact that
great
American, a man who had three times greatly enlarged their store and they
been a candidate for the presidency. were not doing this In a dead town.
Before No License went Into effect
had spoken in this very hall, and on
the question of public morals. This in Artesla, E. H. Hardwlck had stated
man, W. J. Bryan, had earnestly coun- that It would kill the town, but it
Now Mr.
selled the members of his party not to went through nevertheless.
' become entangled in the net of the Hardwlck is building an elegant new
saloons, to keep the party free from hotel and business block, costing many
thousands
of dollars.
This hotel
the whisky taint.
In taking up the strictly moral side would be one of the best in New Mexof the question, Judge Pope said that ico, with a telephone in every room,
and he did not believe Mr. Hardwlck
were It not for the. fact that the
trade was recruited from the was investing his thousands in what
youth of the land It would die of It- he considered a dead town. No the
self. This constituted one of the great absence of saloons had not hurt Ardangers of the saloon, in reaching out tesla, rather the contrary.
In one term of court in Carlsbad,
for the youth of the land, both boys
and girls, affecting and ruining both the cost of the court was $4,500. He
sexes. He appealed to the fathers had Investigated the cases causing
and mothers to avert this great dan- this and had found that those caused
0
by the saloons had had cost over
ger from Roswell.
of this amount Saloons did not
The speaker then took up and careCarlsbad.
pay
fully analyzed some of the objections
Judge Pope is now holding a terra1
One
advanced against prohibition.
of these, he said, was that prohibi- of court In Curry county. The case
tion did not prohibit. He asserted consuming the greatest length of time
that he knew the public officials ot three dayB and three nights, originatRoswell, both in recent years and at ed in a saloon at La Lande, the sapresent, he knew the kind of men who loon barkeeper being an active par.
constituted the juries o'f the district, ticipant.
Saloon Evil.
and he knew that if a No License law
From, a business standpoint
was placed on the ordinance books of
the
the city that these men would en- closing of the saloons In Roswell
force It. He referred to the gambling would be a good thing. It would help
law. One of the objections to It, business and furthermore it would not
when gambling houses were running add to the taxes, rather tho contrary.
up and down Main street, was that it The speaker made the assertion that
could not be enforced. Now every- the license money collected in this
one knows that it Is enforced as oth- city every year did not equalthe
costs of the cases caused by the saer laws are enforced.
No law prevents the crime at which loons. The saloons were conducted
it is aimed. The laws against mur- at a loss to the community. But aside
der do not prevent murders;
laws from that he would far rather have
against other forms of crime do not his taxes Increased than to permit
prevent these crimes entirely, but mis iniquitous trade to continue.
Judge Pope's address was a mns- they do cut them down to a minimum
and provide punishments for their vio- terly effort, and not a person in the
vast
audience doubted for one mo
lation,
ment that he was heartily in sympa- Enforce It.
my wun tile No License movement.
And so It would be with a
law. It would be enforced as and that he did not know of the. good
other laws are enforced. He pledged it would accomplish, simply from his
that caseB brought before the district own experience as presiding Judge of
court would be fairly and Impartially mis judicial district.
In closing he said that 1910 vears
tried, and proved violators of such a
law would be punished insofar as the ago In the morning, Christ went to the
temple and found it occupied by
court could see to It.
He did not ask that
The state of Kansas was referred
to as a fair example of the workings the license be increased, so that more
revenue be obtained: he did not nsk
laws against saloons for years, and
that .they occupy another portion of
has gone through the various phases
the
building, and he did not ask that
of laxity of enforcement, working
rney use it at another time. No. Hb
down gradually to strict enforcement took
a whip and drove them from the
of the law. Judge Pope quoted the
owner of a large business block on building. So in this case. The peoMain street, a Kansas man and edi- ple of Roswell should not ask that thn
saloon license be Increased or that,
tor of a Kansas newspaper. This man other
regulations be made, but should
had told him that he had fought proat the polls on the fifth day of
hibition in Kansas for years, but that appear
he was now bound to admit that the apm ana anvo them out with their
votes, and he believed that this
they
law was strictly enforced, and, fur- would
do,
thermore, that it was a good law for
the state and people of Kansas. AnIn Dr. Shoon's Health Cnffoo niii-- a
other man who knew Kansas conditions thoroughly had told him the law healthful toasted grainsi malt, nuts,
wag enforced there and that Jt was a etc., are bo cleverly blended as to give
a wonderfully true onfrnn tnoto i,nin
good thing for Kansas.
and flavor. And besides, Hoalth Cof-The No License law could be en- ree
goes a third farther than any
forced in Roswell, and the speaker
other kind. You actually get 100 full
said he believed it would be enforced
cupa from a 25o, 1
pound package.
here after April 6th,
Another objection advanced against And Health Coffee is "made in a minNo
30
20
to
minutes tedious boilthe closing of the saloons was that ute."
boot legging would take place, and ing In at all necessary. And hnnl.tan
1b
not
a
grain of real coffee In
that large quantities of liquor would there
be shipped in. The speaker admitted It. .Sold by Frank Andrews.
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REPORTS BILL

District Court Still Occupied
With the Gus Hettling
Case.
POST

OFFICE

IMPROVEMENT

Accepts Prices as Fixed for
Public Lands to Be Given
New Mexico
PRECEDENTSFOR

THE

ACT

Postmaster Burke After Auto- - More Than One State Had to
mobile Mail Routes Out of
Submit Its Constitution
Santa Fe.
to Congress.
Governor Mills today presided over Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, March 2S Beverldge
today made the statehood bill report.
It differ from tho House report more
In the ense of Arizona than In the
case ot New Mexlro. Ho accepts as
Haydon and Bias Sanchez, members, the price for lands three dollars and
nnd S. B. Gowau and C. E. Hodgln, five dollars per acre west and east of
educators who were visitors. Tho a certain line In New Mexico. Land
mutter o( the certification of teachers under Irrigation projects Is to be sold
dollars
for not loss than twenty-fiv- e
was considered this forenoon.
an acre. Ohio was tho first state
After Colorado Game Butchers.
was not submitted
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P. whose constitution
the Kansas admisGable has returned from a trip to the to Congress. Since
sion no constitution has been submitin
New
boundary
to Congress but only to the Presi
Colfax and Union counties. He ap- ted
dent, The commissioner of Indian af
of
additional
a
number
deputy
pointed
fairs gave a dinner to J. Lorenzo Hub-bel- l
wardens to kaop keen watch on
of Ganndo, Arizona.
who trespass on the New MexIn Schools.
without license. No Spanish to Be Taught
ico game preserves
Washington, March 2t. The report
The principal offenders are workmen
the Senate bill, for tho ad
In tho coul mining camps near the defending
mission of New Mexico and Arizona,
border who when on a holiday or as
separate states, was presented to
when out of work take a shotgun,
the Senate today by Senator Bever-idg- e
cross the boundary and butcher game.
of the committee on territories.
Mr. Gable reports northern New MexThe Senator vigorously defended the
ico prosperous.
changes from the House bill. The
chief differences he outlines as folIncorporation,
In tho office of Territorial Secretary lows: Tho Senate bill would refuse
Nathan Jaffa Incorporation
pollers to recognize the Arizona law which
were filed today by the Goodman Mer- disfranchises those cl'izens who are
cantile Comiiany ot Roy, Mora county, unable to interpret the constitution in
with capitalization of 25,000, divided English.
Separato elections will be
The incorporators required by the Senate bill for the
Into 250 shares.
20
of
:
the consequent constitu
and directors are
Reuiljlo Lopez,
adoption
shares; II. Goodman, 6 shares; Beckie tion of the proposed new states and
The
Goodman, 15 shares; C. F. Horten-steln- , the selection of state officers.
Senate bill requires also that the con5 shares, a total of $4,500.
stitution must be approved by the
District Court.
President and Congress. Provision Is
Tho dlstrlct court was occupied this made
by the Senate measure for the
forenoon with tho trial of the Gus Het-lin- g
payment of only such territorial bonds
assault case. Two Bults for di- as have been validated by
Congress,
vorce were filed in the district court while the House bill would
provide
for Rio Arriba county. One was that for the
of all outstanding
payment
of Vlctorlana Wiggins do Meetas vs. bonds. Restrictions would be thrown
Manuel Sostenes Mestas. The couple about the public lands and saline
were married at Ciiillina on August 10, lands of New Mexico to be withdrawn
1907, and the plaintiff claims that her for the state government by the Senhusband abandoned her In April 1908. ate measure. Schools would have to
There are no children.
be conducted "entirely" In English
The other suit was by Richard But- under the Senate bill, while the House
ot
ler vs. Maria Mnnuela Romero' do measure would permit teaching
Butler. The couple were married at Spanish.
Transfer of Power Sites to States,
Parkview 'on November 2H, 1907, and
Washington, March 28 The move
the plaintiff claims abandonment on
December 14, 1909. There are no ment for a transfer of the water pow
er sites from thee National govern
children.
ment to the several states and terriFernly F. Wiley of Santa Fe, a na- tories took shape today when Senative of Cauada, today took out his first tor Smoot Introduced a bill
for that
citizens' papers.
purpose. Contrary to general expec
Automobile Roads.
tations, the bill will provide for the
Postmaster E. C. Burke has taken leasing of power sites by states, and
establishmatter
of
with
the
would not permit their sale under any
vigor
up
ing automobile mail routes from San- conditions. It would provide efor a
ta Fe to Taos and Farmlngton and transfer to the state whenever It was
also rural free delivery to
Tesuqui shown to the satisfaction of the Secand Pojoaque. He will ask the
retary of the Interior that any tract
In of land Is
Club
ot the Commercial
chiefly valuable as a power
to
to
man
go site.
these matters and
pay a
It should he shown however,
over the proposed routes and canvass that the transfer does not Interfere
those to be benefited as to the num- with prospecting for or the developber of boxes they will put up along ment of mineral resources. The state
the routes.
is to have the right to fix charges by
Postmaster Promptly Confirmed.
power companies for each ten year
Delegate Andrews yesterday pro period. No monopoly shall be permitUnder the law
cured prompt confirmation
by the ted to the lessees.
Senate of the reappointment of Post the last section would provide for
master E. L. Kittrell of Socorro, the forfeiture of land by states In case ot
confirmation occurring
only a few any disposition of land contrary to the
hours after the name was sent In.
provisions of the proposed law.
Post
Postofflee
Improvement! at
master E. C. Burke has completed the EL PASO AND SOUTHWESTERN
TO BUILD TO PHOENIX.
Important Improvements In the lobby
and working rooms of the local post
of Southern
offlee which are much appreciated by Answer to Proposition
Pacific to Parallel Lines to
the public. Tonight an arc light is to
Nacozarl.
be put up above the main entrance
and the lights in the lobby will also
El Paso, Texas, March 26. The
be increased In candle power.
Appointed Substitute Railway Mall Southwestern railroad may extend to
Tucson and Phoenix.
,
Clerk.
Under a Phoenix date line, a dis
George S. Harris, of Albuquerque,
has been appointed substitute
clerk patch states that Walter Douglas, gen
In the railway mall service and will eral manager of the Phelps-Dodg- e
in
terests in the southwest, had an
run out of El Paso.
the
Di
nounced
probability that the El
Women are Eligible as School
Paso & Southwestern would build from
rector!,
them
to Phoenix.
Arizona
sol,
Hon. J. E. Clarlc.
"The company Is making surveys
Territorial Superlntedent of Public
out of Hereford to Tucson," H. J.
Instruction,
Simmons, general manager of tho El
Santa Fe, N. M.
Fato & Southwestern railroad, said.
Dear Sir: I have your letter of the "It Ie also
making surveys from Tuc
22nd Inst, relative to the qualifica- son to Phoenix but
everything Is ten
tion of persons to hold the office of tative. The
surveys are simply for
are
school director. I believe that you
'he purpose of exploring the country
correct In your statement that ani getting its possibilities. Underquite
a
of
the only positive qualification
stand thnt these are not proposed lines
school director is (he ape to be found but nothing more than field exploring
in Section 857 of the Compiled Laws, surveys. As for the reported extenwhich declares thnt no person who sion ot the lino to Globe, there is no
cannot read and write sufficiently well idea of going to Globe."
to keep his own record In either the
Tho lenson for starting the surveys
English or Spanish language, shall be from Hereford ns explained by Gen
eligible to hold the office of school eral Manager Simmons, was that It Is
director. Such other statutory provis- thought a better approach to Tucson
ions as there may be are In the nature could be had by way ot Fairbanks
of disqualifications, such as you will than by Benson.
In (he Arizona Republican an Inter
find in Section 1C47 of tho Compiled
Laws as amended by Chapter 134 of view with Wnlter Douglas is printed
follows:
as
the laws ot 1909.
"There has been absolutely nothing
As to tho question ot the qualifica
definite, determined In regard to the
tion of a woman to hold the office of
of the El Paso &
school' director', I invite your attention proposed expnnslon
I am here simply to
Southwestern,
to the opinion of this office, glvon by
look over the ground. Tho building of
my Immediate predecossor under date the road will
depend entirely on tho
ot March 27, 1908, addressed to the amount ot business that
can be ob
governor, In which, after careful dis- tained. It Is still a question whether
cussion of authorities, the conclusion or not the business thnt could be ob
Is reached that a woman can hold the
tained In Phoenix would Justify the
office of county school superintendent. extension of the road."
I concur fully in that conclusion, and
the views given are equally applicable
Fortify now against thi Grip for it
to the office of school director.
comes every season sure! Preventlcs
Yours very truly,
the little Candy Cold Cure Tablets
offer In this respect a most certain
(Signed) : 'FRANK W, CLANCY,
Attorney Genoral. and dependable safeguard. Preventlcs,
2G.
Marcn
The at the "sneeze stage" will, as well,
Washington, D. C,
following postoflloes have been estab- also surely head off all common colds,
lished in New Mexico: Canyon, SanBut promptness la
Keep
doval county; Charlos Henry Stanton, Preventlcs In the pocket or purse, for
48
Box
25c.
of
Sold
for
use.
Instant
county,
postmaster; Havener, Curry
& Co,
Lewis B. Donchoo, postmaster,
by Stripling-Burrow- s
hoard
the sessions of tho territorial
ot education there being present beside hlinsolf:
Superintendent J. E.
Clark, W, E. Garrison, C. M. Light,. T.
W. Conway, B. McQueen Gray, W. G.

He Telle of an Exciting
April.

BY A LION.

Episode

DI8TRICT COURT AT
ALBUQUERQUE KEPT BU3Y.
Returned by
Grand Jury Two Interpreters
Required.

In More Indictments

the

WILL DECIDE

The Hon stopped and lay down behind a bush; jumping off I took a shot
Albuquerque, N. M., March 20.
at him ut two hundred yards, but only Tho territorial grand Jury yesterday Great
Mining Case of Linwounded him slightly In one paw; and returned indictments
against
coln
off
Garcia and his companions,
after a moment's sullen hesitation
County Up Next
he went, lashing his tail. We mount- Joso Mora and Julian Lucero, for catMonth
ed our horses and went after him; tle stealing. Garcia was arrested sevTarlton lost Bight of him, but I mark- eral weeks ago at Atrlsco, and Is aled hliu lying down behind a low grassy leged to have been caught In the act
MINE 1RThT339,C0D,00Q7
ant hill. Again we dismounted at a of running oft a small bunch of stock.
distance of two hundred yards; Tarl- Mora and Lucero were caught later In
ton telling me that now he was sure tho mountains cast of Albuquerque.
Col. G. W. Prichard Represents
to charge. In all East Africa there Is
Garcia Is also held on indictments
no man, not even Cunlnghaine himself, far assault with Intent to kill and asCompany Says Work Will
whom I would rather have by me than sault with a
Continue.
weapon. All ot tho
deadly
Tarlton, It lu difficulties with a charg- parties are under arrest.
ing lion; on this occasion, however, I
atFrank Brooks, the negro who
A law suit affecting the Interests In
am glad to say that his rifle
tempted to ravish a little girl In Albu- a gold mine reputed to be worth a
sighted, and shot altogether too low. querque some weeks ago, was Indicted
third of a billion dollars will come up
Again I knelt and fired; but the on that charge yesterday and several
before the supreme court of the Unimass of hair on the lion made me
were returned ted States next month, when the final
other Indictments
think lie was nearer than he was, and
Indictments
them,
being
among
decision In a legal fight will be given
I undershot, Inflicting a flesh wound
C. A. Lamson
for forgery, and enable a mining company to go
that was neither crippling nor fatal. against
Fronlt Brooks for
robbery of a ahead and develop Its resources. The
Ho was already gruntu'n
savagely
his dwelling, Adolfo Gallegos for larceny, mine. Is in Lincoln county. New Mexiand tossing Ills tall erect, with
to an In- co, and is known as one of the Parhead held low; and at the shot the Louis Sanchez, selling liquor
1S3
Justiuno Gutierrez, assault and sons group of mines, situated
great sinewy beast came toward us dian,
miles due south of Santa Fe. Colonel
with the speed of a greyhound. Tarl battery.
G. W. Prichard, the former attorney
Two Interpreters Required.
ton then, very properly, fired, for lion
The case of tho United States vs. general, Is counsel for the mining
hunting Is no child's play, and It is
for
company and James G. Filch Is reprenot good to run risks. Ordinarily It Machief Ilnrtozek, a Pole, Indicted
act, was senting the Ilamlltou heirs, the deIs a very mean thing to experience violation ot the Edmunds
a fendants In the case. Great interest
joy at a friend's miss; but this was taken up before Judge Abbott and
is being manifested in the decision
not. an ordinary case, and I felt keen jury In the Unltel States court yesterwhich will mean that men and money
Indelight when the bullet from the bad- day. The case requires double
will be used to develop a mine that
ly sighted rifle missed, striking tho terpretation, from Polish Into English
is regarded as probably the largest
ground many yards shot. I was sight- and from English into Spanish for the
gold property in the southwest.
ing carefully, from my knee, nnd I benefit of the Spanish speaking mem
The mine has been experted by a
knew I had the lion all right; for, bers of the jury and progress on the
number of competent mining engithough he galloped at a great pace, case was slow. It Is expected that the neers and has
been unlformally prohe came on steadily ears laid back, case will go to the jury this morning
nounced a very rich property. There
and uttering terrific coughing groans
and this will complete the business of
of the United States court for this ses- are'Tj to 100 or more mining claims
and there was now no question
in the group of mines and tiie main
making allowance for distance, nor, sion.
property is the Hopeful mine, a ledge
as he was out lu the open, for the fact
Divorce Suit Filed.
of low grade gold ore supposed to be
that he had not before been distinctly
In addition to several appeal cases a
thousand feet in width and having
visible. The bead ot my foresight from Justice court a divorce suit was
One English estia uniform value.
was exactly on the center of his chest filed
B.
Perkins,
Charles
yesterday by
shows there are 1 i:!.OM),OO0 tons
as I pressed the trigger, and the bul of East I.as Vegas, against Maude mate
of this ore which is worth $:i a ton.
let went ns true as If the place had May Perkins, seeking divorce on the
When asked about the legal aspects
been plotted with dividers. The blow
abandonment.
of
of the case which he will have to arground
brought him up all standing, and he
The complaint alleges that the gue before the supreme
court in
d
fell forward on his head. The
couple were married on November Washington next month Colonel PrichWinchester bullet had gone
27th, 1900, In Michigan, and that for ard said today:
straight through the chest cavity, several years the defendant has re"The question involved in this Insmashing the lungs and the big blood fused to live with her husband.
to a trusteeship.
vestment relates
vessels of the heart. Painfully he
Several years ago H, B. Hamilton, a
recovered his feet, and tried to come
Bull's
Capt. Bogardus Again Hits the
prominent lawyer ot New Mexico and
on, his ferocious courage holding out
one time on the bench, undertook in
Eye.
to the last
This world famous rifle shot who behalf of the Eagle Mining and ImSoon afterward we made out three holds the championship record of 100 proving Company to acquire titles to
rhino a mile away. They were out pigeons In 100 consecutive shots is several claims involved In litigation.
In the bare plain, alternately grazing
living at Lincoln, 111. Recently inter Judge Hamilton secured titles to a
and enjoying a noontide rest;
the viewed he says: "I have suffered
number of Interests for the company
bull by himself, tne cow with her long time with kidney and bladderaj but he died before a settlement was
calf a quarter of a mile off. There trouble and have used several
well effected between him and the com
was not a scrap of cover, but we walk- known
kidney medicines all of which pany.
ed up wind to within a hundred and gave me no relief until I started tak-Then the Suit.
fifty yards of the bull. Even then he ing Foley's Kidney Pills.
Before I
"The company brought suit against
did not seem to see us, but the tick used
Foley's Kidney Pills I was sub- his heirs to have them declared trusbirds, which were clinging to Mb jected to severe headache and pains tees. The heirs admitted the trustee
back nnd sides, gave the alarm, and In my kidneys with suppression and ship but presented
a large claim
he trotted to and fro, uncertain as oftentimes a cloudy vomiting. While against the company for alleged serv
to the cause of the disturbance.
If upon arising In the morning I would ices rendered which claims the comHeller had not bad his hands full with get dull headaches. Now I have tak- pany disputed in part. These claims
the giraffes I might have shot the bull en three bottles of
Foley's Kidney constitute the litigation."
rhino; but his horn and bulk ot body, Pills and feel 100 per cent better. I
Colonel Prichard said that there
though fair, were not remarkable, nnd am never bothered with my kidneys are probably $175,000 Invested In imtoI did not molest him.
He went
or bladder and once more feel like provements at the mine which will be
ward the cow, which left her calf my own self. All this I owe solely the scene of much activity as soou
and advanced toward him in distinct
to Foley's Kidney Pills and always as the case Is disposed of by the suly bellicose style; then she recognized recommend them to my fellow suffer- preme court no matter what the decihim, her calf trotted up, and the three ers." Sold
& Co. sion may be.
by Stripling-Burrow- s
animals stood together, tossing their
heads, nnd evidently trying to make BETTER FED, FINER CLOTHES
BRIBED TO
DEMOCRAT
out what was near them. But we were
VOTE FOR U. S. SENATOR.
AND NICER HOMES.
down wind, and they do not see well,
with their little twinkling pig's eyes.
State Senator Confesses to
Chicago, March 28. Governor Wal- Mississippi
We were anxious not to be charged
Having Accepted $645 From
R. Stubbs of Kansas, In a speech
by the cow and calf, as her horn was ter
an Agent of Candidate.
here "put his foot on the necks," of
very poor, and it would have been
Jackson, Miss., March 2S. A sensato be obliged to shoot her, those who maintain that absolute pro tion has been caused here
by the teshlbitlon would bring ruin to a com
atia so we drew off.
timony given before the grand Jury
munity.
Next day, when Kermit and I were
by State Senator Theodore Bilbo that
Ho cited the experience of Kansas
out alone with our gun bearers we
he accepted a bribe of $043 from L. C.
state-wid- e
proas
how
showing
City,
saw another rhino, a bull, with
a
of Issaquena county to vote
suicide" and Dulaney
for Leroy Percy in the recent United
stubby horn. This rhino, like the hibition precluded "race
encouraged saving banks accounts.
others of the neighborhood, was
States senatorial
contest.
Dulaney
"Prohibition Is not a result of at- denies that he
his noonday rest, in the open,
gave the bribe. A
miles from cover.
"Look at him," mospheric conditions," said Governor grand jury subpoena has been Issued
said Kermit, "standing there in the Stubbs. "The climate had nothing to from Governor Noel.
middle of the African plain, deep In do with It. Reason was at the bottom
Indeed the ot It all. As a result the Kansas peoprehistoric
thought."
Fully nine out of every ten cases of
rhinoceros does seem like a survival ple today are better fed, better cloth- rheumatism is
simply rheumatism of
ed, have finer homes, larger families
from the elder world that has vanishthe
muscles due to cold or damp, or
accounts.
and
bank
'bigger'
In
the pliocene;
ed; he was In place
chronic rheumatism, neither ot which
he would not have been out of place
"The cry of the
All
require any Internal treatment.
would
In the mlocene; but
out
saloons
the
that
can
he
wiping
nowadays
that is needed to afford relief is the
only exist at all in regions that have bring business stagnation has been ut- free
application of Chamberlain's Linilagged behind, while the rest of the terly refuted. I have proof by which ment. Give is a trial. Tou are certain
world, for good or for evil, has gone figuratively speaking, I think I have to be
pleased with the quick relief
who
forward.
my foot on the necks of those
which It affords. Sold by all drugtalk.
circulate
gists.
A falling tiny nerve no larger than
"It was said three years ago that
the finest silken thread takes from the wiping out of Wichita's saloons
CENTENARIAN
GREETED
the Heart its Impulse, Its power, its would ruin the town. Today, with no
WITH "OH, YOU KID."
Its
has
doubled
town
regularity. The Stomach also has its saloons, that
It was Dr. population, more than doubled, Its Oldest Elk In Country Does a Few
hidden, or inside nerve.
Shoop who first told us it was wrong bank account, has better people, less
Stunts on His Hundredth Birthto drug a weak or falling Stomach, crime, more schools and more Intelliday Anniversary.
I have just received letters
gence.
Heart or Kidneys. His prescription
San Diego, Calif.,. March 2S Hale
Dr. Snoop's Restorative
is directed and telegrams from the mayors of
and towns, from twenty-nin- e and hearty, Charles G. Clasker, said to
straight for the cause of these ail- twenty cities
district judges, and from chiefs be the oldest B. P. O. E. in the order,
ments these weak and faltering inyesterday celebrated his hundredth
side nerves.
This, no doubt clearly o' police, - and they all agree that the
at 8 o'clock, bathstate-wideprohibition went Into birthday, by rising
explains why the Restorative has of day
ing and eating a hearty breakfast,
late grown so rapidly in popularity. effect In Kansas was the brightest day
walking ten blocks In eighteen minuIn that state's history."
Druggists say that those who test the
Governor Stubbs offered to escort a tes, running one block In record time
Restorative oven for a few days soon
men for the elderly gentleman, and going
become fully convinced of its wonder- delegation of Chicago business
over Kansas to prove his contentions. to Coranado, where he met friends,
ful merit.
Anyway, don't drug the
whose greeting was: "Oh, you kid!"
organ. Treating the cause of sickness MANY MEN RETURNED
Is the only sensible and successful
AT POWDER WORKS
TO WORK IN PHILADELPHIA EXPLOSION
Co.
way. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
CAUSES LOSS OF LIFE.
Philadelphia, Pa., March 2S. A
Tacoma, Wash., March 20. An exsympathetic strike in aid of the street
SCOTTISH RITE
car men was finally declared off yes- plosion at the Dupont powder works,
IN MAY.
REUNION
terday. There was a general resump- seven miles south of this city, this
tion of work In the building trades morning killed three men and Injured
It Will Bring a Hundred or More
several others.
today.
Prominent Men to the Capital
City.

The Masonic bodies In this city observed Easter at a special meeting
yesterday afternoon nt three o'clock
In Mnsonlc Hall. The beautiful ritual
and ceremonies were In charge of
Grand Deputy Richard H. Hanna. .
It is also announced thnt the next
Scottish Rite reunion at which all the
higher degrees including the thirty-secon- d
will be held on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, May 23, 24 and
25.
Special efforts will be made to
moko tho occasion a memorable one
and as the degree teams nre now In
fine working order, those on whom the
degrees will bo conforred will be
greatly Impressed. A hundred or more
candidates and visitors from the outside are expected.

MOTHER'S FRIEND
A

:"'

y.

LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.

Mot only Is Mother's Friend a safe and simple remedy, but
the comfort and healthful condition its use produces makes It
of Inestimable value to every expectant mother, Mother's
Friend relieves the pain and discomfort caused by the strain
on the different ligaments, overcomes nausoa by counteraction, prevents backache and numbness of limbs, soothes the Inflammation of the breast glands, and
In every way aids In preserving the health and comfort of prospective mothers.
Mother's Friend Is a liniment for external massage, which by lubricating and
expanding the different muscles and membranes, thoroughly prepares the system
for baby's coming without danger to the mother. Mother's Friend Is sold at
drug stores. Write for our free book for expoctant mothers.

THE BRADFIELD CO.. ATLANTA, GA.
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Fourth ward, John S. Beaven.
Mrs. tJ Alherto Cordova at Carrizozo, for court.
on receipt of 7 centa to cover postage.
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Stark Delicious, the apple that has revolutionized orchard planting and established
Mutson Skinner, wife of J. B. Skinner, vagrancy.
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